
Texture/Pattern “Metal Foil Cuff”
 

 

Objective: Students will create a bracelet cuff using 

metal foil.  Students will demonstrate embossing 

methods to create texture. 

Materials 

• 6”x2.5” Heavy gauge metal foil 

• 5.5”x2” Heavy gauge metal foil 

• Metal Ruler 

• Hammer 

• Stacks of paper, magazines, or newspaper

• Dull pencil, non-working pen, or wooden stylus

• Small tin can or cardboard roll 

• Colored Sharpies 

Motivation 

• Check out website 

http://gingerbreadsnowflakes.com/node/49

• Discuss how to create visual texture.

• Students may view images of dining ware from 

the Bronze Age. 
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Day 1   

Step 1:  Inspiration 

Introduce the work of the Bronze Age.

Discuss the importance of decoration through

and patterns. 

Step 2: Model 

Demonstrate how to fold large metal strip over the 

small metal strip, burnis

corners. 

Demonstrate how to use a stack of papers for a cushion 

while embossing the metal foil.

Step 3: Student Practice 

Allow students to practice on scrap metal.  

students draw life size sketches before starting the 

decorative process (Post

They may lay their sketch over their 

work to transfer the image while embossing

Day 2 

Step 1: Review 

Discuss how to create and decorate foil cuff.

Step 2: Model 

Demonstrate how to wrap metal foil around cardboard 

tube or small can and properly fit the cuff to wrist.

Demonstrate how to selectively color areas on cuff with 

sharpie. 

Step 3: Finish 

Encourage students to add more texture to give metal 

more of a tooled look.  Discuss color choices with 

students while they add finishing touches.

 Grades 6-8 
 

Introduce the work of the Bronze Age. 

Discuss the importance of decoration through texture 

Demonstrate how to fold large metal strip over the 

small metal strip, burnish edges, and gently hammer 

Demonstrate how to use a stack of papers for a cushion 

while embossing the metal foil. 

 

udents to practice on scrap metal.  Have 

students draw life size sketches before starting the 

decorative process (Post-it notes work well for this).  

They may lay their sketch over their prepped metal 

to transfer the image while embossing. 

Discuss how to create and decorate foil cuff. 

Demonstrate how to wrap metal foil around cardboard 

tube or small can and properly fit the cuff to wrist. 

Demonstrate how to selectively color areas on cuff with 

Encourage students to add more texture to give metal 

more of a tooled look.  Discuss color choices with 

students while they add finishing touches. 


